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Exitence of fundamental solutions is established for a class of degenerate or 
singular, second-order, linear elliptic partial differential equations. This class 
contains, for example, Tricomi’s equation in the upper half-plane which arises in the 
study of aerodynamics; the equation of Weinstein’s generalized axially symmetric 
potential theory which arises in the study of fluid dynamics and elasticity; and 
Schriidinger’s equation with a singular potential which arises in quantum 
mechanics. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a domain (open, connected, possibly unbounded) in R”. Using 
the summation convention, consider the partial differential equation 
LU z Uij(X) U*p) t U,(X) Uxi + U(X) 24 =J (1.1) 
We assume that f and the coeffkients of the partial differential operator L 
are real and locally H6lder continuous in G; and we assume that L is elliptic 
and aij = aji in G. 
We call Eq. (1.1) degenerate if its ellipticity degenerates on all or a 
portion of 6, the boundary of G. We call it singular if f or any of the coef- 
ficients of L are discontinuous on all or a portion of 6. This class of 
equations contains, for example, Tricomi’s equation in the upper half-plane 
which arises in the study of aerodynamics; the equation of Weinstein’s 
generalized axially symmetric potential theory which arises in the study of 
fluid dynamics and elasticity; and SchCdinger’s equation with a singular 
potential which arises in quantum mechanics. 
In this paper the existence of fundamental solutions is established for 
degenerate or singular equations of the form (1.1). This material is presented 
in Sections 5 and 6. As a preliminary we introduce boundary value 
problem I1 in Section 4. It is shown in Section 5 that a fundamental solution 
can be viewed as a solution to Problem II. A solution to Problem II is 
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required to become infinite at a specified rate on a portion G, of G, while on 
G - G, it is required to assume prescribed values continuously. The 
formulation of this problem was suggested by the work of Bitsadze in [ 1 ]. 
The method used to solve Problem IX is a generalization of the correspon- 
dence principle of Weinstein for the equation of axially symmetric potential 
theory. It is shown in Section 5 that Problem II, via the correspondence prin- 
ciple, is equivalent to a Dirichlet problem (problem I). As a further 
preliminary, we extend in Section 3 the work of Miller [23] on Problem I. 
Boundary value problems for degenerate or singular equations have been 
attacked in the past by the method of barriers, the method of integral 
equations using fundamental solutions when they are known, the method of 
weak solutions, the method of function theory, and the method of stochastic 
differential equations (see, for example, [ 1, 5, 7, 17, 21, 23, 28, 32, 33, 
37-391). This paper uses the classical method of barriers. 
It is customary to treat boundary value problems for bounded and 
unbounded omains separately. Here we will treat them together by viewing 
R” as a subspace of ni”, the Alexandroff (or one point) compactification of 
R”, and all topological concepts such as closure, exterior, interior, and 
boundary will refer to the topological space n”, unless otherwise specified. 
As is well known, If?” is metrizable. Here we view n” as a metric space with 
the chordal metric d = d(x, y), x, y E 18”. When the chordal metric is to be 
used it will be specifically mentioned. The statement, “Let G be a bounded 
domain in R”,” will, however, always mean that G is bounded with respect 
to the Euclidean metric. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We use the maximum principle and a corollary, the boundary point prin- 
ciple, and the Schauder existence theory. The first two of these are stated 
below. For the boundary point principle and the Schauder existence theory 
the reader is referred to Miranda [24]. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a domain in R”, let L be elliptic in G, let the coef- 
ficients of L be continuous in G, and let a < 0 in G. 
If u E C*(G), Lu < 0 in G, and there exists x, E G such that 
inf, u = u(x,,) < 0, then u = constant. Consequently, if u E C*(G), Lu & 0 in 
G, u & 0, and u > 0 in G, then u > 0 in G. 
With u(x,,) Q 0 replaced by u(xJ < 0, this is a well-known result due to 
Hopf [lo]. In case u(x,) = 0, the boundary point principle of Giraud [8] can 
be applied (see [24, pp. 6-7; 2, pp. 150-152; 31, pp. 71-751). 
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In Section 6 we use the following corollary to the maximum principle due 
to Miller [23, p. 1011. 
L~tm~2.2. Assume the hypotheses of Lemma 2.1 hold and let u be a 
solution to Lu = 0 in class C’(G). Let Lli, 1 ,< i < m, be functions such that 
(i) vi is defined on a domain Di E G and UT2, Di = G, 
(ii) the function v dejked by 
v(x> = iI$, Ivi(x)l, I(x) = {i: x E Di}, (2.1) 
is continuous in G, 
(iii) for each y E G there is an open ball B s G, centered at y, such 
that if v(y) = vi(y) for i E P, then there is an integer j E P such that vj is in 
class C’(B) and Lvj < 0 in B. 
Then m = inf(v + u) = v(xO) t u(x,,) < 0 for some x0 in G implies that 
vtu=m. 
In Sections 3, 4, and 6 we will use the following definition of a barrier. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G be a domain in R”, let y E 6, and let g be a non- 
negative function defined in G. Then a barrier for L and g at y is a function 
w, defined on the closure of some relatively open set N= Un G, with U an 
open neighborhood of y in iB”, which satisfies 
w E c2(N) n co(N), 
W(Y) = 0, w>OonR-{y}, 
Lw<-ginN. 
Except for the fact that G is not required to be bounded, this is the same 
definition given by Miller [23, p. 981. If G is bounded, N = G, and g = 1, 
then we obtain the definition of barrier (or “strong barrier” as it is 
sometimes called) which can be found, for example, in [4, p. 340; 31, 
p. 1491. 
3. PROBLEM I 
In this section we develop sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
classical solution to the Dirichlet problem Lu =f in G, u = 4 on G. The 
notable feature here is that the ellipticity of L is allowed to degenerate on G, 
and f and the coefficients of L are allowed to be discontinuous on G. The 
results of this section are an extension of the work of Miller [23]. 
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PROBLEM I. Let L be defined by (1.1) and let f and the coefficients of L 
be defined on a domain G s R”. Find a function u in class C’(G) n Co(G) 
such that Lu =f in G and u = Q on G. 
THEOREM3.1. Problem I has a solution provided that 
(i) L is elliptic in G, 
(ii) f and the coefficients of L are locally Holder continuous in G, 
(iii) for every bounded domain D with DC G the only solution in 
class C*(D) n Co(D) to Lu = 0 in D, u = 0 on D, is u = 0, 
(iv) the only solution in class C*(G) f7 Co(G) to Lu = 0 in G, u = 0 
on 6, is u = 0, 
(v) 4 is in class C”(G), 
(vi) for every y E G there is a barrier for L and a+ + If) at y, and 
(vii) for every y E G there is a barrier for L and at + 1 f - a#(y)l at y. 
Proof. There exists a sequence of bounded domains in R” with analytic 
boundaries such that Gk C_ Gk+ I c G,, , E G,, k = 1,2 ,..., and G = U,“, G, 
(see, for example ( 18, pp. 3 17-3 191). Let @ denote a continuous extension of 
4 to G, and let ak denote the minimum of the Holder exponents in Gk off 
and the coefficients of L. Then the Schauder existence theory (see 124, 
p. 167, 36, IV]) shows that there is a function 
uk E C* + a”(G,J f-~ C”(c), 
Lu,=f in G,, 
Ilk = 0 on G-G,. 
By Lemma 3.1 which follows this proof there is a constant K > 0, 
independent of k, such that k = 1, 2,... 
According to the Schauder interior estimates plus Ascoli’s theorem (u,), 
k >m + 1, has a subsequence which converges in C”am(G,). By a 
diagonalization process a subsequence of {uk} is obtained (also denoted by 
{uk} for convenience) which converges uniformly on every compact subset of 
G to a function c E C2+ax(Gk), k = 1,2,..., with LP = 0 in G. 
Now let u(x) = zi(x), x E G, and u(x) = 4(x), x E G. Using barriers for L 
and a+ + Lf- aqS(y)l at each pointy E G, we show that u E C”(G). Let y E G 
and let w be a barrier, with corresponding relatively open set N, for L and 
a+ + If - a#( y)l at y. Choose p > 0 sufficiently small so that N, = (x E G 
:ad(x, y) < p) c N and S, = {x E G: d(x, y) = p ) # $. 
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For sufficiently large c > 1, cw > 2M on S, , Let 0 < s < 1 be given. There 
exists 6, 0 < 6 < p, such that ] Q(x) - (p(y)] < 42 if x E C and d(x, y) < 6. 
Let N0.k = G, n N,,. If No,k = 4, then uk(x) = Q(x) and 1 uk(x) - I/ < 
c/2 + cw, x E #, .I,f N,,, # 4, then ] uk(x) - #( .Y)/ < s/2, x E N, - G, , and 
1 up(x) - #( .Y>/ ,< 2M < cw, x E S, . Hence 1 uk(x) - $( y)i < s/2 + cw, 
XEN&. Since L[ -u,+~(~)+E/~+cw]<O and L[ -uk+#(y)- 
~12 - cw] > 0 in Np,kr the maximum principle implies that 1 u,Jx) - $(y)] < 
E/2 + cw, x E IQ. Thus ]uk(x) -4(y)/ < s/2 + cw, x E flP,k > 1. Since w 
is continuous and vanishes at y, /U&X) - #(v)] < E, x E N,, for some /I, 
O<p<6,andk~l.Lettingk-rco,wehaveIu(x)-~(y)(~~,xEN,. 
Remark. The fact that ]u,&) -4(y)] < E, x E ND, k > 1, together with 
the compactness of G and the uniform convergence of (uk} on compact 
subsets of G imply that {uk} converges uniformly on G. 
It is convenient o place the proof of Lemma 3.1 after that of Theorem 3.1 
since certain techniques of proof carry over. 
LEMMA3.1. Suppose that hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and (vi) of 
Theorem 3.1 hold. Let (D,} be a sequence of domains such that 
D,&D,+,E~?,+~~G and uz=, D,=G. 
There exists a constant K, independent of n, such that if 
u E C2(D,) n CO(D,J with Lu = f in D,, then 
II4l%W + Ilull+l. 
If f = 0, then (3.1) can be replaced by 
ll~Il%Kllul~~. 
(3.1) 
ProoJ Suppose not. Then there is a sequence {n(k_)},“=, of positive 
integers and, for each k, a function uk E C2(D,o,) n C”(D,tk,) with Lu, =f 
in Dnw such that 
11 uk Ilfnckl > k[ 1 + I( uk ll*l]. (3.2) 
Suppose the sequence {n(k)}, k> 1, is bounded. Then there is an integer E 
such that n(k) = n(l) for infinitely many k. Set Dnttj = F. A result of Boboc 
and Mustata [3] shows that there is a positive constant y = y(F) such that if 
u E C’(F) n C’(F), then 
Ilull: G rIllw~ + ll4l~l~ (3.3) 
a contradiction to (3.2). Hence, by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we 
may assume that n(1) < n(2) < ... . 
Now set G, = Dnck, and uk = uJ]] uk(]oGp. Then /I vk]]~~ = 1 and (/ uk]JGk + 0 as 
k-r co. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 it follows that {v,}, k > 1, has a 
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subsequence (also denoted by (uk] for convenience) which converges 
uniformly on every compact subset of G to a function UE C”(G). In 
addition, for x E G, 
(LIT)(x) = p; (Lu/o(x) = p; f(x)/ll UJ$k = 0. 
Now let u(x) = V(x), x E G, and v(x) = 0, x E G. Since G U (U,“=, c,) is 
closed, there is a function Q, E Co(G) such that Q(x) = V,(X), x E c;k, k > I, 
and Q(x) = 0, x E G. Set cL(x) = Q(x), x E G - Gk. Then the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 shows that v E C’(G). The remark following the proof of 
Theorem 3.1 shows that (ok) converges uniformly on G, hence ]] u 11: = 1. The 
existence of the function u thus constructed contradicts hypothesis (iv). 
In 123) Miller provides the following exterior cone condition for the 
existence of barriers in the uniformly elliptic case. 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a barrier for L and g at y E G provided that 
there exists an exterior cone at y, L is untformly elliptic in a neighborhood N 
of y, a < 0 in N, 0 <g(x) < K/x-y)‘-*, and 
where E, K and C are positive constants. 
In Theorem 3.2 sufficient conditions are given for the existence of barriers 
at portions of the boundary which are planar. In general, the existence of a 
barrier at a boundary point y depends on the smoothness of the boundary at 
y, the degeneracy of L at y, and the discontinuity off and the coefficients of 
L at y. On planar portions of the boundary barriers will exist provided that 
suitable majorants exist for f and the coefficients of L. This result was 
suggested by a paper of Schechter [33], and can be applied to a number of 
problems appearing in the literature (see, for example, [17; 24, pp. 100-104; 
25; 291). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be a domain such that for some m, 1 <m < n, 
G~{xER”:xi>O,m<i<n} and let Lt=(xEG:xi=O}#0, m<i<n. 
LetY= (YI,-3 Y,)E UT=“=, Li. 
Then there exists a barrier for L and IFI at y provided that there exist 
p > 0 and functions qi > 0, gi > 0, and pi > 0, m < i < n, which are 
continuous on (O,p] such that 
(i) lim I+o+ qi(t) = + Co, m < i < n, 
(ii) S~exP[Pi(s>]J t exp[ -Pi(r)] qi(r)/gi(r) dr ds < 00, where 
f’i(t> = (” Pi(s)/gi(s) ds, m<i<n, 
t 
409/78/2-I5 
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(iii) for xEN,- (xEG:lx-yj <pJ and iEZr (i:m<i<n and 
Yi=Ol 
ai G PiCxi) and aii(x) > gi(xi)3 
(iv) forxEN,,andj6ZZandsomeM<O 
ajj(x) la.i(Xl a+(x) IF(x)I 
C14i(xi) ’ C14i(xi) ’ C14i(xi) ’ C14i(xi) ‘<M 
Proof. We show that 
Mx) = xi<, (Xi -yi)4 +2Mx hi(Xi), 
where 
hi(r) = (’ exp[Pi(s)] (” exp [ - Pi(r)] qi(r)/g,(r) dr ds, 
0 ‘5 
is the desired barrier. First note that h,(O) = 0, and hi > 0, hj > 0, h; < 0, 
and g&’ +Pih: = - qi on (0, p]. Hence, w > 0 on fl,, and w = 0 if and only if 
x = y. Moreover, for x E ZV, it follows from hypotheses (iii) and (iv) that 
Lw/; qi(xi) < M[4(3 +p))x -Y12 + w - 21. 
Thus there is a 6, 0 < 6 < p, such that Lw < - jFI on NS. 
4. PROBLEM II 
In this section we establish sufficient conditions for the existence of a 
solution to a boundary value problem designated as Problem II. A solution 
to Problem II is a function in class C* on some domain G c R, which 
satisfies LU =f in G and which is required to become infinite at a specified 
rate on a portion G, of G, while on G - G, it is required to assume 
prescribed values continuously. 
Now let G, be a nonempty subset of 6. We call a function u an auxiliary 
function for Problem II provided that u is continuous from G into (0, oo], 
v E C*(G), Lv is locally Holder continuous in G, and 
(yEG:u(y)=+oo}=G,. 
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PROBLEM II. Let u be an auxiliary function. Find a function u in class 
C*(G) n C”(G - 6,) such that Lu = f in G, u = VQ on G - 6,) and 
xJjs.,  = 4(Y). 
XEC-G’, 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that hypotheses (i), (ii), (iii) and (v) of 
Theorem 3.1 hold. Then Problem II has a solution under the additional 
assumptions 
(a) uniqueness holds for Problem II, 
(b) for every y E d there exists a barrier for L and (Lv/v) + + 1 f I/v at 
Y, and 
(c) for every y E & there exists a barrier for i and (Lv/v)+ + 
1 f - 4(y) Lv I/v at y, where f: is defined by 
iC E Uiju^,,xj + (2UijVxj/V + Ui) ax, + (LV/V) 22. 
Proof. If u = vu^, then Lu = vl?i and Problem II has a solution if and 
only if there is a solution to the equivalent problem of finding 
u^ E C*(G) n Co(G) such that i6 =f/v in G and u^ = 4 on 6. But the 
equivalent problem has a solution according to Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. We note that if the auxiliary function v satisfies Lv < 0 in G, 
then hypotheses (iii) and (a) are satisfied. This is sometimes referred to as 
the generalized maximum principle [30]. We also note that if Problem I has 
a solution for every # E C”(G), then there does not exist an auxiliary 
function v with Lv < 0 in G such that G, has non-empty interior in the 
relative topology of 6. Several examples of Problem II appear in the 
literature (see [ 1, 11, 17, 22, 24, 32, 341). 
5. FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS 
In this section it is shown that a fundamental solution can be viewed as a 
solution to Problem II. 
Let G be a domain in R” and let L be elliptic in G. We call a function K a 
fundamental solution for L in G if for each y E G, K(., y) is in class 
C’(G- {y}), LK(., y)=O in G-{y}, and 
lim K(x7 ‘) = 1 
X-Y H(x, y) ’ 
(5.1) 
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where H is the Levi parametrix H is the Levi parametrix (see [ 24, p. 18 1) 
given by 
f&c r) = 
1 
(n-m%m 
(Aij(<)(Xj - ti)(X,j - ~j)]'2mn"2, n > 2 
1 
=274m 
log IA ij(t)(xi - <i)(xj - <i) ] "'5 n=2 
Aij(<) and A(<) denote the inverse and determinant of a,(l), and W, denotes 
the surface area of the unit sphere in R”.. 
THEOREM 5.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 with f = 0, there is 
a fundamental solution K for L in G with K(x, y) = 4(x), x E 6, y E G. 
Proof For each y E G, the desired fundamental solution K(., y) is the 
solution u to the following example of ProblemII: 
uEC*(G-(Y})~C~(~-(Y}), 
Lu=O in G - {Y}, 
U=# on G, 
(5.2) 
u(x) 1 lim-= 
x-r u(x) ’ 
where the auxiliary function u is any function in class C*(G - { y)) n 
C”(G- 1~1) such that u = 1 on G -B,,(y), V(X) = H(x, y) for 
x E B,(y) - {y}, and 36 is the minimum of 1 and the Euclidean distance 
from y to 6. Such a function u exists according to [40]. 
To show that (5.2) has a solution we apply Theorem 4.1, and for this we 
need only show that uniqueness holds for (5.2) and that there exists a barrier 
for i and ILu j/u at y. Suppose that (5.2) has two solutions and let z denote 
their difference. Then 
lim z(x) --hi 
X-rY v(x) 
z(x) = 0 
x+Y H(x, Y) * 
Hence z E C’(G) n Co(G) (see (24, 19, XI]) so that the assumed uniqueness 
of the Dirichlet problem for L in G implies z = 0. 
Next, let r = [Aij(Xi -,V,)(Xj - yj)] ‘I2 let a denote the minimum of the 3 
Holder coefficients of L in B,(y), and note that Lv = O(raen) in B,(y). 
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It is easily shown that y, 0 < y < 1, can be chosen so that 
G(x) = w(r) = r”, n>, 3, = logA- -? c 1 r ’ n = 2, 
is the desired barrier. 
THEOREM 5.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, there is a 
fundamental solution K for L in G such that K(x, y) = v(x) 4(x) for 
XEG-6 m,~EG, and 
lim m Y> 
x-z&, ___ = $(z>, v(x) y E G. xcc-6, 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 5.1 applied to i shows that for each y 
there is a function R which is a fundamental solution for i in G with 
x(x, y) = 4(x), x E C?‘, y E G, except that (5.1) is replaced by 
,im ~(4 Y> 
X-Y WC Y> 
= l/V(Y). 
Now K(x, y) = v(x) R(x, y) is the desired fundamental solution. 
6. POSITIVE FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS IN IR" 
If a < 0 in G and Q > 0 on (? in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, then the 
fundamental solutions constructed in the proofs of these theorems are 
positive according to the maximum principle. 
In this section we consider the existence of positive fundamental solutions 
for L in R” without assuming the existence of barriers at co. 
THEOREM 6.1. Assume that 
(a) L is elliptic in R”, 
(b) the coeflcients of L are locally H6lder continuous in R”, 
(c) a<0 in R”, a&O. 
Then there is a positive fundamental solution for L in R” which satisfies 
for each y E R” 
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Following Meyers and Serrin (201, we say that L enjoys the extended 
maximum principle if 
limsuplu!G~~~IUl r -a 
holds for every bounded solution u to Lu = 0 defined on Ix/ = r > R > 0. 
THEOREM 6.2. Assume (a) and (b) of Theorem 6.1 and assume that 
a z 0. Then there is a positive fundamental solution for L in IR” which 
satisfies (6.1) if and only tf L does not enjoy the extended maximum prin- 
ciple. 
For the proofs of these theorems, we need the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, there is a function p 
which is in class C’for r> 1, satisfies Lp=Ofor r > l,p= 1 for r= 1, and 
O<p<lforr>l. 
Proof: According to the Schauder theory, there is a function pn in class 
C’for l,<r,<nwhichsatisfiesLp,=Ofor l<r<n,p,=lforr=l and 
pn = 0 for r = n. The maximum principle implies that 0 <pn < 1 for 
1 < r < n. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, {p,} has a subsequence which 
converges uniformly on each annulus 1 < r Q n to a function p which 
satisfies L, = 0 for r > 1 and p = 1 for r = 1. The maximum principle 
implies that p > 0 for r > 1 because p f 0, and that p < 1 for r > 1 because 
p = 1 is not a solution. 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied and 
assume that L does not enjoy the extended maximum principle. Then the 
conclusion of Lemma 6.1 holds. 
Proof In [20] Meyers and Serrin construct, under these assumptions, a
function u which is bounded and continuous for r > 1, in class C2 for r > 1, 
and satisfies Lu=O and u > 0 for r > 1, and u =0 for r= 1. Set 
p = 1 - u/M where M = supr>, u. 
Proof of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. First suppose that a = 0 and K is a 
positive fundamental solution for L in G which satisfies (6.1). Set y = 0 and 
choose R > 0 sufficiently small so that 
M = ma; K(x, 0) > mif: K(x, 0) = m > lim sup K(x, 0). r-100 
Set q = 1 - K(x, 0)/M. Then Lq = 0 and q < 1 for r > R. Also q > 0 for 
r > R by the maximum principle. Now 
limsupq< 1 -m/M=ma;q, r-m 
so that L does not enjoy the extended maximum principle. 
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The remainder of the proof of Theorem 6.2 and the proof of Theorem 6.1 
will now be presented together. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that y = 0. According to 
Theorem 5.1 there is a fundamental solution K for L in the ball r < 2. Set 
K, = K(., 0) for 0 < r < 1. By adding to K, the solution to an appropriate 
nonhomogeneous Dirichlet problem on I < 1, we obtain a C2 solution K, to 
Lu = - 1 on 0 < r < 1, which satisfies K, = 1 on r = 1 and (5.1) withy = 0. 
Let IZ denote the exterior unit normal to the sphere r: = 1. By continuity there 
is a positive constant C, such that -C, < aK,/an on r = 1. 
Next, let p be the function constructed in Lemma 6.1 or in Lemma 6.2. By 
the boundary point principle (see [24, pp. 6-71) aplan < 0 on r = 1. By 
continuity, there is a positive constant C, such that aplan 6 - C, on r = 1, 
and C, ( 2C,. Set K, = (C,/2C,) K, + 1 - C,/2C,. Then LK, < 0 for 
0 < r < 1, and K, = 1 and aK,/an > - C,/2 > aplan on r = 1. By a theorem 
of Whitney [40], K, has a C* extension R, to 0 < r < 2. Hence there is a 
constant6,0<6<1,suchthatLX,<OandR,>pfor l<r<l+&Let 
K, denote the restriction of Z?, to 0 < r < 1 + 6. Set m = 2, u, = (2C,/C,) K, 
and u2 = (ZC,/C,)p in Lemma 2.2 and define u by (2.1). 
Now let uk denote the C* solution to Lu = 0 for km’ < r < k + 1 which 
satisfies uk = u on r = k- ’ and uk = 0 on r = k + 1. Lemma 2.2 implies that 
uk < u for k- ’ < r < k + 1 and the maximum principle implies that uk > 0 
for kP ’ < r < k + 1. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, ( uk) contains a subse- 
quence which converges on compact subsets of r > 0 to a C* function u such 
that Lu = 0 and u > 0 for r > 0. 
By adding to K, the solution to a certain Dirichlet problem, we obtain a 
C* solution K, to Lu = 0 for 0 < r < 1, which satisfies K, = 0 on r = 1 and 
(5.1) with y = 0. Since K,/v + 1 as x --) 0, it follows from the maximum prin- 
ciple that K, < uk < u for 0 ( r ( 1. Hence K, < u < v for 0 ( r ( 1. Thus u 
must satisfy (5.1) with y = 0. Finally, since u & 0, the maximum principle 
implies that u > 0 for r > 0. 
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